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Application Methods:
SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ may be used through your pressure
washer, RHOMAR's Public Works Applicator or mixed in a bucket
for hand washing. No matter how you use SHIMMER-nSHINE™, your entire fleet will have that just waxed look!

Uses:
SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ is safe for all finishes, so it can be used
on all fleet vehicles and equipment. No wash bay should be
without SHIMMER-n-SHINE™!

Description:
SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ was developed to help Fleet and
Equipment Managers, and Owners keep their fleet looking like
new! SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ uses the latest technologies to
tackle the problem of dull, faded or bleached out vehicle finishes
caused by ordinary soaps or cleaning compounds. So put on your
sunglasses, because when you use new SHIMMER-n-SHINE™
on your fleet of cars, trucks or off road vehicles, they will sparkle
like they were just waxed. You get all this without the time
consuming labor of waxing your fleet! SHIMMER-n-SHINE™
gives you the ability to create a positive impression of your
organization as your vehicles travel down the road!

Instructions:

2107 E. Rockhurst, Springfield, MO 65802
1.800.688.6221 ph 417.866.5592 fx 417.866.5593 email: solutions@rhomar.com

4 FREE RINSING to reduced water
spotting!

4 COPIOUS sudsing action!

4 GREAT for any type of fleet: public
works, fire, emergency, police, school,
transit, utility, business and long or
short haul trucking!

4 AMAZING for “hand washing” or
“pressure washing” your vehicles!

4 DISSOLVES tough “magnetized” road
film from all the vehicles in your fleet!

4 PROTECTS the “luster” and
“showroom finish” of your newer
vehicles!

4 REJUVENATES the dull, faded
finishes of older vehicles in your fleet!

4 NO MORE dull, faded or bleached out
vehicle finishes in your fleet!

Features:

Ve h i c l e / F l e e t Wa s h a n d Wa x

TO REORDER
1.800.688.6221

The recommendations and statements contained herein for use of our products are based
on reliable tests, but are not construed as guarantee or warranty either expressed or
implied. RHOMAR Industries, Inc. will not be held liable under any circumstances or
conditions either expressed or implied damage in excess of the purchase price of product.

CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Manual Application:
When you chose manual washing, mix 8 to 16 ounces of
SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ per gallon of water. Always rinse off
heavy buildup, such as mud, prior to manual washing to
eliminate possible scratching.

Automated Application:
SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ is designed to be used through your hot
or cold pressure washers at a dilution rate of approximately 20
to 1. The surfactant package in SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ allows
it to flow through equipment without contributing to scaling or
plugging. Just apply SHIMMER-n-SHINE™ with the soap
setting then switch to a clear water rinse.
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